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Shareholder reward scheme 

As a thank you to our supporters TSL ltd has devised a shareholder reward scheme.  As the value of your 
shareholding increases you will automatically receive the benefits shown below.  All shareholders will receive a 
subscription to our house magazine “The Toddington Standard” which will be published every four months 
(email subscription preferred).  In addition Shareholders will receive invitations to view 76077’s progress on 
selected open days at our contractor’s workshop.  We would also encourage shareholders to get involved in 
the restoration of the locomotive either practically on the tools or with the running of the company. 

Shareholding   Reward incentives: 

£500 or more 1 ticket on 76077’s first Shareholders passenger trains. 
 Entry into a draw to win a limited edition 00 gauge model of 76077 drawn 

annually at our AGM 
  

 
 
 
£1000 or more 1 free TSL ltd Polo Shirt (Available in charcoal, Navy and Burgundy) 

 

£2500 or more 1 extra ticket for 76077’s first Shareholder passenger trains (2 tickets total). 
1 free TSL sweatshirt   

 1 replica  76077’s smoke box number plate.  
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£5000 or more Join our Club “Club 77” 
 Membership of “Club 77” will be open to the first 77 people to subscribe to 

5000 shares or more.  Members will benefit from the following. 

 

A footplate ride on one of the GWSR’s current operational locos over the 
full length of the railway.  A pair of day rover tickets are included so you 
can bring a guest and enjoy a day on the railway. (This experience will need to be 
booked in advance with TSL Ltd on selected dates only)  
Club members will have their name engraved on a plaque carried on the 
locomotive to record their generous support of the restoration. 

2 additional tickets on 76077’s first Shareholder passenger trains enabling 
you to bring your family and friends 

Exclusive “Club 77” merchandise and promotions. 

A special “Club 77” thank you  gift is currently being commissioned – Keep 
an eye on our website for details 

£10,000 or more An Exclusive TSL ltd Footplate experience course will be yours where you 
can learn to fire and drive 76077 on the GWSR when the locomotive is 
restored.  Experienced engine crew will instruct you on how to get the best 
from the locomotive and most importantly ensure you enjoy your day. 
(This experience will need to be booked in advance with TSL ltd on selected 
dates, soon after the locomotive returns to service). 
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£20,000 or more VIP Footplate Day.   When fully restored you will have the opportunity to 
spend the day on the footplate of 76077, learning to Prepare, Fire, and 
Drive the locomotive with experienced instructors.  The locomotive will be 
exclusively yours for the day so you can invite up to 5 guests to share the 
thrills of the day with you.  (This experience will need to be booked in 
advance on selected dates, soon after the locomotive is returned to 
service).   


